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 Language classification is a very important subject for 

encyclopedias since Diderot’s „Encyclopédie”  (1751-

1772)

 All the major encyclopedias contain articles about the 

most important language families (e.g. Indo-European, 

Uralic, Austronesian).

 However, there is often no consensus (even among 

specialists) which language families are valid unit of 

language classification, or which languages belong to 

which families.

 How is this uncertainty to be represented in 

encyclopedias, which should contain only 

uncontroversial information?



The following encyclopedias were 

consulted: Croatian Encyclopedia (HE), 

Encyclopedia Britannica, Great Russian 

Encyclopedia (BRE), Brockhaus, 

Larousse,Treccani, Wikipedia

Both internet and paper editions were 

used; unless otherwise stated, the data in 

this presentation are from the internet 

editions.







Source: www.glotolog.org



 Maximal sets of languages for which we can 

prove that they are genetically related, i.e. that 

they developed from a single proto-language 

(informally – in the way that Romance 

languages, such as French, Portuguese and 

Italian, developed from Latin).

 Very few encyclopedias (e.g. HE and British 

Encyclopedia) contain a precise definition of 

what a language family is. 



 What constitutes a proof of genetic relatedness? Shared 

features that cannot be attributed to chance or contact 

(borrowing).

 Languages differ to a large extent, so there is no single 

set of grammatical features that all languages must 

have.

 Most languages have at least some morphological 

paradigms (sets of words with the same basic meaning, 

but different grammatical function).

 Correspondences in morphological paradigms can 

usually be considered as proof of genetic relatedness.



Lat. Skt. Hitt. Lith.

 sum asmi ešmi esu

 es asi eši esi

 est asti ešzi yra

 sumus smas ešweni esame

 estis stha ešteni esate

 sunt santi ašanzi yra





The validity of Indo-European family is 

not controversial, and neither is the set of 

languages that constitute it.

What is controversial is its internal 

structure (branching).

One widespread classification divides 

Indo-European into Anatolian and the 

reset (the „Indo-Hittite hypothesis” of E. 
Sturtevant). 
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 Greenberg (1955, 1963): only four indigenous language 

families in Africa (Afro-Asiatic, Nilo-Saharan, Niger-

Kordofanian, Khoisan) + Malagasy (a late Austronesian 

immigration to Madagascar).

 Although this classification is still found in most 

textbooks of linguistics (including my own), as well as 

encyclopedias, it has been cast into doubt.

 Today most experts agree that Khoisan is not a family 

(but an areal grouping).

 Similar doubts have been expressed with respect to 

Niger-Kordofanian (now usually called Niger-Congo) 

and Nilo-Saharan. 



 Several languages previously classified to one of the 

families are now considered isolates (e.g. Laal in 

Chad).

 Glottolog.org (a reliable internet source) lists 59 

language families in Africa!

 Much comparative work has been done on several 

uncontroversial low level groupings (e.g. Mande, North 

and South Atlantic)

 Several languages and groups of languages are known 

by different names (e.g. Peul, Fulbe, Fulfulda, Pulari)

 How much of this has found its way to the 

encyclopedias?





Class 

no. 1

3 4 (pl of 

3)

5 6 (pl of 5 6a

Kordofan

ian

gu- gu- i- li- ngu- ng-

Atlantic gu- gu- Ci- de- ga- ma-

Oti-Volta U- -bu -Ci -di -a -ma

Togo 

Remnant

o- o- i- li- a- ?-

Benue-

Congo

u- u- (t)i- li- a- ma-

Bantu mu-, ju- mu-, gu- mi-, gi- li- ma-, ga- ma-, ga-

Typical 

referents

people trees egg, 

name

liquids

Source: Schadeberg (1989)



Note: „Kwa” is polysemous; Atlantic, Adamawa-Ubangi and 

Kordofanian are not considered to be single branches by most 

africanists; Mande may not be a NC language after all.
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Pl. 

markers

Interr. 

pron.

Negatio

n

„water” „spit” „Moon”

Songhai hari 

(Zerma)

tufa -dar- (Gao)

Sakharan orui „river” tefa 

(Kanuri)

Maban -ng 

(Maban, pl. 

Pron.)

ng are „lake” tuf (Masalit)

Fur k- (pl. 

Dem.)

roo „river” dul-

East 

Sudanic

-gu (dem. 

Pl., Nera)

nd, ng 

(Nera)

ka (pres. 

Nera)

tuf

Central 

Sudanic

-ge (pl. 

Pron. 

Bagirmi)

nanga 

(Bagirmi)

-ku (Kara) Ar-(a) ? 

„rainy 
season”

tibi TVr

Berta -gu (dem. 

Pl.)

naano 

(Undu dial.)

(r)ro
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 WALS (wals.info)

 Glottolog (glottolog.org)

 Ethnologue (www.ethnologue.com)

 Standard codes for languages and families (used by 

internet sources) are not explained in most 

encyclopedias (except Wiki). Wikipedia contains more 

information and uses more of the constantly updated 

internet-based sources than national encyclopedias. It 

also uses international codes (ISO and Glottolog) to 

identify languages.













 A good encyclopedia article about a language family 

should:

 (1) give a reasonable assessment of its validity 

 (2) discuss problems of its sub-classification

 (3) give a list of culturally/typologically/politically 

most important languages of that family

 (4) inform the reader how this family is treated in other 

reliable (including internet-based) sources
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